Focus On
Manufacturers’
Websites

Citroen
business.citroen.co.uk/new-vans/vans

RESULT
Fiat Professional
fiatprofessional.com/uk

Ford
www.ford.co.uk/vans-and-pickups/
commercial-vehicles

Mercedes-Benz
mercedes-benz.co.uk/vans/en

Ease of use

Ease of use

Ease of use

Ease of use

Prices could arguably be more prominent but it’s
easy enough to find your way around the site.

Logical layout and among the less cluttered
of the websites. Prices an obvious click from
the homepage.

Better than it used to be. Scroll past the big
advert and the range is laid out with starting
prices and basic specs.

Even with extensive updates Merc falls down
because it’s really hard to find out how much a
van costs – we had to go into the configurator.

Design

Design

Design

It hasn’t changed since last year but the whiteon-red colour scheme still looks fresh.

Again, an improvement on previous years. The
homepage is more than just a list of models
now, with useful links.

Stands out with its black background and
looks every inch the premium website.

Design
Citroen’s site has had the odd tweak over the
years but nothing radical. It’s showing its age.
Van configuration
Extremely easy to find via the orange bar on
the right and brimming with info but operation
is a little clunky.
Brochure download
Really easy to find via the shortcuts in the
orange right-hand bar – but if you don’t enter
your details, you’re not coming in.
Email response
The autoreply said we’d receive a response
within two business days. It took five, and our
question remained unanswered.
Phone help
Reached an operator immediately and got a
precise answer in 35 seconds flat. Second
only to Peugeot.
Dealer finder
Takes a bit of finding – you have to go back to
the main business page to locate it. Filters by
business centre but that’s all.
Social media
Not huge on LCV content but the Berlingo rally
video and classic H-van pictures were fun.
Mobile site
Arguably superior to the desktop site. Much
neater and includes an obvious link to the
comparator tool – we had to Google that to
find it on the desktop version.
Extras
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Van configuration

Van configuration
Plenty of well laid-out info, but images are
cartoon-like in their simplicity and wouldn’t
load for every model.
Brochure download

This could be the best if it weren’t for the fact
that the Transit Custom – the firm’s best-selling
van – cannot actually be configured.
Brochure download

Easy to find via the right-hand shortcut but
they’ve been under lock and key since 2018.
However, you can download a price guide.
Email response

Takes a few clicks to get there but there’s an
obvious link to smart, clean brochures and
standalone no-frills price lists.
Email response

It took a week and the firm tried to contact
us by phone first, but it did eventually answer
the question.
Phone help

It took four days, but the response was
comprehensive and also included further
purchase advice.
Phone help

When we rang from a mobile, an automated
message said it was ‘chargeable’ before
disconnecting. We reached a polite operative
via a landline but they told us to call a dealer.
Dealer finder
Really easy to find courtesy of the shortcut at
the top of the page with seven van-relevant
filters – one of which, amusingly, is ‘organised’.
Social media

Van configuration
Merc finally has a configurator – and, save for
the loading time, it’s very good. The images
are incredibly life-like.
Brochure download
You have to go to the individual model page
and scroll down quite a bit but the brochure
itself is clean, compact and easy to follow.
Email response
We got replies from the two email addresses
we used in four and five days respectively. The
info was there but slightly conflicting.
Phone help

Poor. Automated service tells you to call a
dealer or ring a premium-rate number.

Operator was polite, friendly and got us an
answer within four minutes. However, we later
discovered it wasn’t correct.

Dealer finder

Dealer finder

One click further away than most via the ‘Quick
links’ tab. Concise though, with lots of filters,
including seven specifically for fleets and vans.

Simple to access via the blue shortcut on
the right. You can search specifically for van
centres, as well as by sales, used vehicles and
service facilities.

Social media

Social media

Van-relevant accounts on all the major channels
but posts are rare and self-promotional.

There’s a fair bit about the new Raptor and a
good link to a story about growth of the LCV
market from Twitter, too.

Mobile site

Mobile site

Good, clean conversion to mobile, although
the Fiat Pro World section on the homepage is
a little jagged.

Another one that’s a good bit cleaner in this
format. Groups the desktop’s slightly messy
top menu into a compact drop-down bar.

Good, simple conversion, but loses one of the
four blue shortcuts on the right in this format.

All posts are van-themed and not just plugs
for the brand. Lots about a mental health
awareness programme and business.
Mobile site

Extras

Extras

Extras

Loads, much of which is new. Van history page
ties in with Citroen’s centenary, tech, safety
and comfort and awards pages, business lease
pages and business test drive booking form.

Fleet page with three different tax/cost
calculators and a vehicle finder tool to help you
work out what kind of van best suits.

‘Help me choose’ tool points you to the type
of van you need, CV finance section, Transit
conversions page, CV owner services and more.

History page is a nice touch, as is the tech
section, which explains new vehicles, gadgets
and WLTP.

Verdict49%

Verdict47%

Verdict60%

Verdict57%
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CV ADVICE

in association with

Nissan
nissan.co.uk/range/vans-trucks

Peugeot
business.peugeot.co.uk/range/our-vans

Ease of use

Ease of use

Flashy it ain’t, but you can’t knock Nissan’s
no-fuss layout. You can see all the models on
the homepage with clear prices.

Homepage is short and sweet and prices are
a click away. Marketing fodder takes a bit too
much precedence for our liking, though.

Design

Design

Logical but dull. Another site that has changed
little and looks in need of an update.

New Expert showroom is smart-looking and,
although not brand new, the current business
site is far better than the staid old format.

Van configuration

Van configuration

The site says you can configure vans – but
you can’t really. The link just takes you to the
model page.

The same system as Citroen, so it’s easy to
find and has plenty of info – but a bit clunky.

Brochure download

Brochure download

Dead easy to locate via the big square link
towards the bottom of the homepage. Good
spec but there’s a lot of marketing bumf
before that and no prices.

More of a price list but it’s much the better
for it. All the key info is there from the get-go.
Found via a link at the foot of the individual
model page.

Email response

Email response

Comprehensive reply in under two hours with
links to the dealer locator and the brochure.

Fastest response in 33 minutes with a
succinct answer.

Phone help

Phone help

Pleasant operative and attempted to answer
our question by consulting the brochure, to no
avail. Offered to ring a dealer for us to find out.

Fantastic. Instant response and answered our
question in 17 seconds. Sounded like the
same operator as Citroen, which we’d already
called, so they might have been prepared…

Dealer finder

Dealer finder

Small link from the top of the homepage gets
you there. You have click through separate tabs
to see all the info, where others display the lot
at once. Seven filters, but none relate to vans.

We tried it multiple times via two different
browsers and it didn’t load properly so we
couldn’t actually see any dealerships.

Social media

Social media

A few photos of the Navara and one link to a
self-promotional electric van story, but nothing
particularly engaging or useful.

The standalone fleet Twitter account once had
van/B2B content, but now seems to retweet
the car site’s feed. Little or nothing about LCVs.

Mobile site

Mobile site

Does the job. Presents the same info as the
desktop site but in a vertical format.

Deft conversion of the main features but loses
several of the desktop’s homepage links.

Extras

Extras

There are a few videos at the bottom of the CV
page, but some are now quite old. Not much
to shout about.

Good real-world fuel consumption calculator
and there’s a tax calculator and comparison
tool. Business lease and finance sections.

Verdict35%

Verdict48%
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AIM FOR ZERO TOLERANCE
ON DAMAGE
MARY DOPSON-TAYLOR, CUSTOMER SERVICES DIRECTOR AT
GROSVENOR LEASING, BELIEVES BUSINESSES CAN TURN THE DREAM OF
ACHIEVING ZERO DAMAGE ON THEIR FLEETS INTO A REALITY

F

or many transport managers, dealing with damaged vehicles is part and
parcel of their job. Speaking to someone recently from a major operator
of light commercial vehicles, they described the condition of many of
their vehicles “as if someone had rolled them down a hill”. The reality is,
body damage is a serious issue for many van operators, with scrapes, broken wing
mirrors, knocked panels and scuffed bumpers making a serious dent in a company’s
profit margins.
But is achieving zero damage an impossible dream?
If we accept that most accidents happen due to human error, then hopefully not.
Damage is typically incurred due to complacency, inattention, impatience, a lack of
observation and concentration, and poor hazard perception. It also happens because
many people don’t question it, nor believe they can solve it.
But how do we change attitudes and improve driver behaviour, and can we crack
the problem simply by putting drivers through on-road or web-based driver training?
In my mind, these courses will help, but for wholesale change it takes more than
that. There needs to be a cultural shift, and this takes time. Look, for example, at
what’s happened in the construction sector, where hard hats, steel-capped boots
and on-site safety are ‘the norm’. Here is proof that it is very achievable to change
long-term attitudes. In fact, the next time you drive past a construction site and see
a banner promoting the company’s accident-free record, think how that could be
achieved with your fleet.
The starting point needs to be with the board – go to them, show them what
vehicle damage is costing the business and get buy-in for a programme of long-term
change. Also, ensure your plan is as much about comms as it is about training. And
don’t let anyone tell you it can’t be done, nor that it is a ‘fact of life’.
The UK smoking ban in all enclosed work spaces came into force in the summer
of 2007. A dozen years on and it’s not just illegal, it’s culturally unacceptable to
smoke in areas where others will be impacted. There’s no better example of a major
cultural shift I’m sure many thought could not be achieved.
So, if you are suffering the constant struggle of drivers causing vehicle damage,
think long-term and start your journey towards a zero-tolerance culture today.
For advice and support, contact Grosvenor Leasing at
www.grosvenor-leasing.co.uk
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Focus On
Manufacturers’
Websites

Renault
renault.co.uk/vehicles/vans

RESULT
Toyota
toyota.co.uk/car-categories/lcvs

Vauxhall
vauxhall.co.uk/range/vans.html

Volkswagen
www.volkswagen-vans.co.uk

Ease of use

Ease of use

Ease of use

Ease of use

Same format as Nissan’s, but there are more
useful links lower down on the homepage.

Other sites have more informative homepages
but one click reveals a lot of granular detail.

The entire LCV range, with starting prices, is
laid out on the homepage in extraordinary clarity.

As swish as it is, the new site makes key facts
and figures harder to find and we spent more
time locating a price than on any other site.

Design

Design

Design

Not what you’d call inspiring, but the
homepage video and big, yellow tabs give
more of an edge than sister brand Nissan.

Toyota’s LCV pages have changed very
little since we’ve reviewed them and one
promotional ad is from 2017.

It isn’t what you’d call eye-catching, but the
site’s simplicity – and the fact that Vauxhall
has recently made it more user-friendly – are
evidence of attention to detail.

Van configuration

Van configuration

The fastest and most fluid of any configurator
we tried. Fun to play with because you can
send the van into a little spin.

Really easy to use, very realistic images and
logically laid out.

Brochure download
A cinch to find and you get three options:
instant download, email delivery or a physical
copy in the post. However, there’s a lot of
marketing claptrap in the brochure itself.
Email response
There’s no email option and the live chat
– which used to be good – didn’t work.
Phone help
Longest call at 7.5 minutes and we were on
hold for a lot of that while the operator found
the answer – but they did and they were polite.
Dealer finder
The tiddly link at the top of the homepage
could be more obvious but the facility itself is
straightforward. Seven different filters, including
Pro+ van and fleet specialists.
Social media
Main feeds aren’t much to write home about
but there is a Vans Pro+ Facebook page with
LCV content.
Mobile site
Straightforward conversion and all of the key
info is neatly arranged into drop-down boxes.
Extras
EV vans explainer pages and extensive fleet
section. Four big boxes at the foot of the
homepage link to van/business initiatives, too.

Verdict53%
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Brochure download
Same four options as Renault, including a
‘view online’ to save you a download. The info
is all there if you scroll down but the preamble
of plaid-clad fisherman marketing models in
the Proace brochure is laughable. Separate
price list is pleasantly straightforward.
Email response

Van configuration
Takes a few clicks to reach but it’s a big, clear
image and key info is permanently displayed.
Brochure download
Vauxhall’s downfall. It still forces you to punch
in your personal details to get to a brochure
– and there’s multiple steps to the process.
Email response
Very comprehensive response within 24 hours
including further advice.

Polite and fast response in little more than an
hour but the answer was speculative and not
fully confirmed.

Phone help

Phone help

We were transferred and disconnected on the
first attempt but got an answer on the second
and the call lasted just under two minutes.

Call lasted around 3.5 minutes and the friendly
operator was sufficiently clued up to ask us
which trim level we were considering and
informed us accordingly.
Dealer finder

Dealer finder
Immediate and obvious link from homepage
with 14 options, four of which are van-only.
Social media

Easy access via the right-hand shortcut. Seven
filters including business centres but nothing
van-specific.
Social media

There was a surprising amount of van content
on all of the feeds, including news stories and
a video of the heritage Bedford CF. Vauxhall
told us it has made efforts to improve this area.

Design
Snazzy redesign and the only brand with an
auto-rolling video at the top of its homepage.
Van configuration
All-new tool is very intuitive and allows users to
dip in and out of the model-building process.
It’s also built into individual model pages, so
you don’t have to load a separate tab.
Brochure download
It’s likely a hiccup of the new site but the
e-brochures wouldn’t load. Easily accessible
via a big box on the homepage, though.
Email response
By far the most informative response with
heaps of relevant info about the vehicle in
question. Took 24 hours.
Phone help
Very friendly operative and we got an answer
eventually but the call took just under seven
minutes and there was a lot of thumbing
through the brochure.
Dealer finder
Scroll down the homepage a little and you’ll
find it. It’s VWCVs, so everything is dedicated
to vans and there are nine filters.
Social media
Plenty of van-themed posts on the major feeds.

Very big and reactive on all channels. A bit of
Hilux pick-up content but nothing for vans.
Mobile site
Very well rearranged and the red and white bar
at the bottom has easily accessible key links.
Extras
Couple of conversion pages but little more.
The site is really showing its age here.

Verdict55%

Mobile site

Mobile site

This has been properly redesigned and
organises the info from the desktop site into a
clean, accessible and easy-to-use format.

Big boxes and large font make for a phonefriendly format all round.

Extras

Extras

Extensive fleet section including new box-outs
for vans showing easily accessible key stats,
including dimensions and payloads, and
leasing tool to show contract hire rates.

Lots: finance calculator for used vehicles,
‘Keep me informed’ pages offering updates on
EVs and other new models, ‘Van Life’ section
with content and video and more.

Verdict74%

Verdict71%
www.whatvan.co.uk

There are now fewer live chat services

(continued from page 7)
via a Google search – but it doesn’t
work. After we attempted to kick off a
chat, a message told us ‘our team is
currently offline’.
The existence of Nissan’s service
has been sporadic in the past –
sometimes we’ve found it and it’s
worked, sometimes not – but the top
right of the homepage now has an
obvious live chat tab. Click it, and a
pop-up tells you its ‘representatives are
unavailable to chat’, despite listing 8am
to 8pm hours of operation (we tried it
at around 2pm).

Renault, which has done live chat
well in the past, was similarly poor.
Our four attempts got us nothing more
than a message saying its agents were
busy and to try again later or phone
the company.
None of the three aforementioned
manufacturers’ press representatives
could tell whether or not their live chat
services were working.
Three of the four van manufacturers
still offering instant messaging made
a good job of it and got us an answer
in less than five minutes. We asked
each one our standard-issue question

Ranking

Manufacturer

Score

Movement

1

Vauxhall

74%

2

Volkswagens CVs

3
4

of whether or not a popular model is
fitted with a bulkhead and the initial trio
proved that – when they’re available
and properly resourced – there’s
plenty of worth in live chat from the
customer’s perspective.
n VW CVs bagged the fastest reply
time. It answered our question in full
just over one minute after the chat
began and also offered to put us in
touch with our nearest dealer.
n Historically good at live chat, Vauxhall
remains a strong performer. We
waited a couple of minutes while the
agent checked the details, but had a

comprehensive answer and a link to
a brochure in five minutes.
n Mercedes’ service is housed on the
car site rather than the van one, but
apart from that it’s very quick. We
had an answer within two minutes –
although it was different from the one
we received via email.
n Fiat’s service was less impressive.
The chat lasted 18 minutes, during
which the agent suggested it might
be quicker for us to consult the
brochure ourselves. They spent a
long time checking details, then gave
us the wrong info, before correcting it.

Good

Bad

▲+4

Easiest to use with the best dealer finder and social media

You still have to punch in your details if you want a brochure

71%

▼-1

Exceptional mobile format and a lot to like about the new site

Smart new look shrouds access to some important information

Ford

60%

▲+7

Most improved; best brochures and great selection of extras

Still terrible on the phone and the configurator needs work

Mercedes-Benz Vans

57%

▼-1

Best looking by far; strong social media and configurator

It’s still a lot harder than it should be to find basic vehicle details

5

Toyota

55%

▲+1

Great on the phone – both in terms of service and the mobile format

Site really needs an update and there’s little in the way of extras

6

Renault

53%

▲+1

Best van configurator and really easy to use

No email and useless live chat render digital comms off the cards

7

Citroen

49%

▲+1

Loads of extras – many are new – and great on the phone

Poor email response, plus brochures require personal info

8

Peugeot

48%

▼-4

Absolutely nailed customer service via phone and email

Dealer finder wouldn’t load; worst social media and mobile site

9

Fiat Professional

47%

▼-7

Still a snazzy-looking site and the dealer finder is impressive

Little help on the phone and the configurator is hit and miss

10

Nissan

35%

▼-1

Simple to use and the email response was very good

Poor in most other areas; site now looks out of date next to rivals

@whatvan
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